BUILDING YOUR INSURANCE BUSINESS
How PPI can Support You

WE’D LIKE TO WORK WITH YOU

Our goal at PPI is to provide you with exceptional support
in building and managing your life insurance business. From
marketing to professional development to policy service, we’re
ready to meet your individual needs and help you deliver the
best to your clients.
We deliver timely and comprehensive education, sales and
marketing support, and administrative services, together with
access to expertise from across the PPI organization. At the
same time, we respect your right to maintain your independence,
build your own brand, and offer a broad array of products and
services to your clients.
This booklet outlines the value we can bring to your practice,
and we invite you to sit down with one of our local team
members to continue the conversation.
We look forward to earning your business.

JAMES A. BURTON,

ICD.D

CHAIRMAN AND CEO
PPI
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Established in 1978, PPI is a leading marketer of insurance solutions. We offer actuarial,
tax and specialized expertise in all aspects of life insurance, and specifically in its design
and custom application.
PPI is comprised of two complimentary marketing channels, allowing us to offer you a finely
tuned array of insurance products and support:

PPI Solutions is a valued national resource for advisors who serve the broad Canadian
market. PPI Solutions provides everything you need to grow your insurance business:
proprietary business building tools, a comprehensive product suite, unparalleled life
insurer relationships and competitive compensation. We deploy our national resources
through a friendly and efficient network of local offices stretching from coast to coast.

PPI Advisory is focused on the high net-worth marketplace – offering concierge service
to individuals and businesses requiring highly sophisticated, and often customized, life
insurance solutions. We take on complex challenges like large estate and intricate tax
planning issues, all of which benefit from a proven flair for innovative thinking. We work
with advisors in a close-knit, consultative relationship with the client and their other
professional advisors, including lawyers and accountants.
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PPI’S DEDICATION TO INNOVATION
What sets PPI apart in the industry is its commitment to
innovation. In the 1980s, PPI was the first company to develop
unbundled new money products, providing better consumer
accountability and stronger guarantees for clients. During the
1990s, PPI developed Security Fund, a ground breaking financial
instrument built on a universal life insurance chassis augmented
by income replacement, critical illness and long term care.
In the 2000s, innovation continued with a Leverage Facility
that allowed universal life insurance policy owners to borrow
against the collateral of their life insurance policy. Most
recently, PPI developed and introduced a transformative
product – called EquiBuild – a hybrid universal life insurance
policy designed to adapt to changes in your clients’ lives and
as the world around them changes.
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PPI Toolkit is a productivity tool for today’s active advisor.

PPI TOOLKIT
PPI Toolkit is a desktop program that brings together sales
ideas and presentations, automated comparisons, practice
management tools, and up-to-date rates and illustrations
– all designed to increase productivity and revenue.
The software application has valuable presentation tools for
insurance products and concepts that deliver client-specific
point of sale presentations quickly and easily. The Toolkit uses
powerful back-end calculators and presents complex concepts
with clear, effective graphics.
The stand-alone software program organizes and monitors the
marketing software provided by PPI and multiple insurance
companies. The program indicates which supported software
is installed, and if installed, whether it is the most current
version, and offers an option to update if it isn’t. This feature
saves valuable time for the user and helps to ensure that
accurate and timely illustrations are prepared.
PPI Toolkit generates customized presentations incorporating
complex tax calculations that reflect your client’s unique
estate planning requirements. There are currently more than
30 customizable presentations for advisors working with PPI
(which you can configure to automatically display your name
and/or logo) and the Toolkit continues to grow all the time.
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Tools are organized according to the sales process:
• Planning
• Insurance Considerations
• Analysis
• Strategies
In addition to having presentations on insurance concepts,
such as Insured Annuities and Estate Bonds, PPI Toolkit
includes both a Retirement Needs Analysis and a Life
Insurance Needs Analysis. For advisors working in the
advanced market, it includes planning concepts such as:
• Insurance Funding Alternatives (includes leveraging)
• Shareholder Wealth Protection
• Capital Alternatives
To help you manage industry-related compliance requirements,
PPI Toolkit also offers Practice Management resources with
sample documents that can be customized by you.
When you deliver a Toolkit presentation to your client,
you demonstrate your preparedness, professionalism,
and knowledge.

For advisors working in the broader market, two of the most popular client presentations
are the Security Needs Analysis Plan (SNAP) and Life Insurance Funding Options (LIFO).

THE KNOWLEDGE PROGRAM FROM PPI
Technical and Market-Based Learning to Apply in Your
Day-to-Day Business
This program aims to give you the belief and conviction to
engage in complex insurance planning. The result is exceptional
advice for your clients and business growth for you.
The Knowledge Program from PPI delivers technical know-how
and sales confidence. Our courses supply you with tangible
sales ideas that you can immediately apply in your practice.
The one-day sessions incorporate multi-media presentations,
interactive classroom discussions and a variety of review
material for your ongoing reference, and are eligible for
Continuing Education credits.

Included in Course 1: The Business Insurance Market
• Corporate Structures and Taxation
• Life Insurance Taxation
• Shareholder Agreements
• Corporate Owned Insurance
• 14 Sales Ideas and Case Studies
Included in Course 2: Excelling in the Family Market
• Beneficiary Designations
• Estate and Will Planning
• Power of Attorney and Health Care Directive
• Planning With Trusts
• 9 Sales Ideas and Case Studies

Your local PPI Solutions office delivers these courses several
times throughout the year.
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With a national footprint and a local focus, at PPI Solutions we tailor support to
your individual needs. We are a full service brokerage offering all of the major insurance
company contracts. Our technology is state of the art, our people are highly trained
professionals with a customer service focus, and our sales and marketing support tools
are unique in the industry.
National resources. Delivered locally.

PPI SOLUTIONS SUPPORT FOR YOU
PPI Solutions provides access to a full range of companies
and products (life, disability, critical illness, long term care
and annuities) to meet client needs.

INSURANCE COMPANY RELATIONSHIPS*
National Insurers:

Humania

the various insurance company products and how they can

Assumption Life

iA Excellence

be applied. They are happy to work with you in providing

BMO Insurance

iA Financial Group

the best solutions for your clients.

Canada Life

ivari

Canada Protection Plan

Manulife

Desjardins

RBC Insurance

Empire Life

SSQ Life

Equitable Life

Sun Life

Foresters Financial

The Edge Benefits

Our 45+ marketing people across the country understand

Regional Insurers:
Blue Cross - Atlantic and Ontario
La Capitale - Ontario
UL Mutual - Ontario

*Subject to change and varies by province.
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MARKETING SUPPORT
Local Marketing Teams

Professional Development and Education

There are several marketing professionals in each
PPI Solutions office who can assist you with:
• Product selection – understanding the best product to
fit your client’s needs
• Company selection – choosing the insurer that best suits
your client’s specific situation (for example, specific health
or financial underwriting challenges)
• Quotes, product design, available riders, and more

All of the PPI Solutions offices emphasize educational events,
including product training and practice management. You are
welcome to attend these seminars and you can easily register
using our online events calendar that provides you with timely
reminders just prior to an event. Most offices annually host
50 to 75 half-day in-house product training sessions coupled
with full day Symposiums that focus on practice management,
cross selling and other marketing opportunities.

Website Resources

You can also take advantage of our in-depth learning program,
The Knowledge Program from PPI. (See page 5).

Log in to www.ppisolutions.ca for marketing tools to help
you build your practice. Among these:
• Financial calculators
• Free, simplified version of Compulife quoting software
• Know the Risk resource centre, to help you move from
underwriting to approval... faster

PPI Solutions public website

PPI Solutions secure website for Advisors
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MARKETING SUPPORT (continued)
How We will Communicate with You

PPI Solutions Advantage Program

One of the challenges faced by advisors is dealing with the
flow of information from both the MGA and the insurance
companies. In addition to your day to day interaction with
our local team, please log into www.ppisolutions.ca to
view insurance company bulletins, consolidated for you in
one handy location. If you want to receive e-mails directly
from insurance carriers, we will help you get added to the
companies’ distribution lists.

Our Advantage Program recognizes advisors who are dedicated
to PPI Solutions by providing additional tools to grow their
business. Qualification is on an annual basis. Qualifiers can
access the following services:
• Compulife – free access to a full, stand-alone version of
Compulife’s life insurance comparison software
• SalesDrive – analyzes your book of business and generates
weekly lists of upcoming cross-sell, up-sell and service
opportunities
• CANNEX – direct, free access to this online service for
up-to-date tables of interest rates, values and information
related to Canadian Financial Services products
• InsuranceINTEL – direct, free access to this in-depth
product and market intelligence database for the life
insurance industry
•P
 PI Advisory Associate website – full access to the advisor
website of the PPI Advisory marketing channel, including
the Professional Resource Centre – a library of advanced
planning strategies and agreements
• Advocis Education Programs – professional education
programs designed to facilitate your ongoing pursuit of
knowledge and expertise, including earning your CFP, CLU,
or CHS designation, all at a 30% discount
• Manulife Bank Advantage Package – reimbursement of
your Manulife Bank Business Acquisition Loan application
fee and a 6-month waiver of your clients’ Manulife One
monthly service fees
• FSB Content Marketing – online marketing designed to
help you grow your business, improve client relationships,
and position you as an expert and valuable resource
•P
 PI Solutions - HPN University – online educational
resources to optimize your sales skills and help you gain
motivational and marketing insights
• WorkPerks – a discount program with perks from over
1,200 businesses at 6,000 locations nationwide, from
brand name stores and local shops

We will also e-mail and post the following:
• Special Bulletins with breaking news on time sensitive
updates from PPI or insurance companies
• IdeaLink eNewsletter with sales and marketing ideas to
help build your business
How We can Help You Connect with Your Clients
Visit our blog at www.thelinkbetween.ca for articles and
videos that you can easily share with your clients – via email,
LinkedIn, Twitter, or your website. This blog was designed to
help you increase your practice’s online visibility so you can
build your brand and drive traffic to your website. Articles are
written for the consumer audience interested in learning more
about the benefits of life insurance, authored in a way that’s
easy to understand.
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NEW BUSINESS PROCESSING
Submitting Applications

Ordering Underwriting Requirements

We encourage you to take advantage of available insurer
eApplications as much as possible. Your policies can be
issued faster and more accurately than with traditional
paper applications, helping you serve clients better. The
underwriting cycle is reduced, applications are submitted
In Good Order, and you get paid faster. Accessible 24/7,
e-Apps are easy to complete and submit online via the
insurer’s website or illustration software. You can access
our online quick reference guide to insurer eApps or contact
a member of our team for help getting started.

We can order the requirements for you or you can order them
yourself and let us know…the choice is yours! We follow the
same process for each application (i.e., this process cannot be
changed on an application-by-application basis).

Any paper applications are sent to your local PPI Solutions
office for review and submission to the insurance company
for underwriting.
All applications (eApps and paper) are entered into our
administrative system, WealthServ, which provides you with
on-line status updates while your policy is in underwriting.

Online Administration System
Our administrative system will provide you with on-line
access to the status of policies in the mill. In addition, at your
request, our advisor system can automatically send you a
weekly report showing the status of your applications. This
report is available in the WealthServ Broker Portal.
Who to Contact for Service
For applications that are in underwriting, any policy related
changes or conversions, or general inquiries, contact your
local PPI Solutions office.

Available in PPI Toolkit’s Practice Management applet, use our Lifestyle and
Health Evaluation tool to gather information from your client which may be
helpful to the insurer’s underwriters.
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Since 1978, PPI has focused on the advanced planning and sophisticated estate
needs of wealthy individuals and business owners. Today, PPI Advisory (PPI’s channel
that focuses on the high net-worth market) offers in-depth knowledge and experience,
the ultimate in service and support, and customized insurance solutions. The process is
consultative and thorough, with concierge planning support that is personal and
dedicated. Advanced estate and tax planning expertise is coupled with a deep understanding
of life insurance and its custom application.
Uncommon resources. At your command.

PPI ADVISORY SUPPORT FOR YOU

MARKETING SUPPORT

Life insurance can be structured to cost-effectively optimize
and fund such needs as capital gains tax, estate equalization
and other succession funding requirements, shareholder
agreements, charitable giving, key person coverage, and
alternative financing strategies.

Planning Services and Technical Support

PPI Advisory is your optimal choice for those cases in which
you are dealing with a high net-worth client or business
owner and require significant technical and/or sales support.
The services of PPI Advisory are best suited for cases with
face amounts in excess of $3 million and premiums in
excess of $50,000.
The complexities of business ownership and tax regulation
require sophisticated planning and creative solutions. The
PPI Advisory Planning Services team of experts provides
in-depth consulting, reports and educational seminars on
needs such as capital maximization, business succession
and estate equalization.
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PPI Advisory’s Planning Services team of lawyers, accountants
and actuaries are industry experts who work with you on large
estate and intricate tax planning issues. They will work closely
with you, your client and their other professional advisors,
such as lawyers and accountants, to build customized
solutions for high net-worth individuals and businesses.
The PPI Advisory Planning Services team provides
valuable support, such as:
• the application of innovative tax planning and
leveraging facilities
• identifying opportunities for effective estate and
corporate structuring
• review and input on draft Shareholders’ Agreements

MARKETING SUPPORT (continued)
Professional Resource Centre
The Professional Resource Centre (PRC) website makes it easy
to find the advanced planning information you need on a
particular topic, all in one place.

You can also introduce the PRC as a value-added tool for
lawyers and accountants whom you may work with, by
sponsoring their access to this exclusive site.

If you are looking for a sample shareholder agreement that
utilizes the ‘roll and redeem’ strategy, or a checklist to help
deal with grandfathered shares, or you need information
about the charitable donation of a T-100 policy, the PRC is
the place to look!
Explore the five main sections: Shareholder Agreements,
Capital Dividend Stop Loss, Charitable Giving, Policy Transfers,
and Leveraging to find in-depth commentary, developed by
PPI Advisory’s Planning Services team, cross-referenced with
additional resources. Browse the Tax Matters section for
downloadable articles, papers and more, on other tax and
estate planning topics.

The PRC contains Technical Strategies with concepts and ideas for the high net-worth market.
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MARKETING SUPPORT (continued)
Advanced Underwriting

Ordering Underwriting Requirements

The Advanced Underwriting team at PPI Advisory is available
to support you in the preparation and packaging of your large
cases for the best underwriting solutions.

We can order the requirements for you or you can order them
yourself...the choice is yours!

We look at health, finances, lifestyles and habits. We analyze
medical file information, client interviews and can clarify
attending physician and specialist reports. We put it all
together so the case is presented in the best possible light
with all information, including the client’s own view and
positive aspects of their history, to the insurance company.

We get direct feeds daily into our administration system from
each of our insurance carriers. We will provide you with
on-line access to our system so that you can see the status of
policies in the mill. In addition, if PPI Advisory orders your
requirements through Watermark, our system will receive
automatic status updates directly from Watermark.

We help manage the expectations and minimize any surprises,
to achieve the best possible result for you and your client.

Who to Contact for Service

NEW BUSINESS PROCESSING
Submitting Applications
PPI Advisory applications can be submitted either through
your local PPI Advisory office or directly to one of our
Advanced Underwriting Consultants. Once received, your
consultant will review the application for completeness
and forward the application to the insurance company for
underwriting. As well, your consultant can engage the
full Advanced Underwriting team to review your more
complex cases.
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Online Administration System

For applications that are in underwriting, you can either
contact your local PPI Advisory office or your Advanced
Underwriting Consultant directly.

IN-FORCE POLICY SERVICE
Policy Service is handled at PPI Solutions even if the case
is underwritten through PPI Advisory, except for certain
leveraged cases. The service on these cases is co-ordinated
centrally through the PPI Advisory Toronto office.

PPI’s group benefits division, PPI Benefits, delivers yet another product opportunity
for you. When you work with our experienced benefits team as your consulting
partner for group benefits, your clients will appreciate your delivery of leading edge
proprietary solutions and an outstanding level of service.
Helping you outperform.

PPI BENEFITS SUPPORT FOR YOU AND YOUR BUSINESS CLIENTS
Thrive 45

Full Consulting Services (FCS)

Value-packed, innovative benefits product for groups with
10 to 200 employees:
• Expense Control Pricing (ECP) – exclusive to PPI
• Hybrid Funding (Self-insured dental) option
• WorkPerks from PPI
• Superior AD&D with a Cancer Rider included
• Competitive commissions
• Limited AOR Protection
• HR support and much more!

For your larger groups:
• Help turn your prospects into your clients
• Offer unique solutions and value to your clients
• Develop cross-selling opportunities for you
• Participate in, or lead, the sales and consulting process
• Provide ongoing case management and client service

CustomCare
Private Health Services Plans (PHSPs) for businesses:
• A pay per use alternative for employee medical expenses
• Allows the business to reimburse qualifying medical and
dental expenses to employees and business owners
• Tax free benefit to the employee and tax deductible
to the business
• A great door opener to the business market

Third Party Administration (TPA)
For multi-employer groups and associations:
• Various funding arrangements
• Multiple carriers
• Convenient administration options
• National capability
• Fully bilingual service
• Pricing on a per case basis
For more information visit www.ppibenefits.ca
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At PPI we see ourselves as the bridge between the insurance
companies, you, and your client. Our role is to build the spirit
of trust and present the calibre of insurance solutions that
encourages great things to happen. We’d like to help you
create legacies for your clients and, in the process, help you
fulfill your own.
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OFFICES

Contact any one of our local offices to learn more. Our team is eager to help you build your business.

PPI SOLUTIONS

PPI ADVISORY

PPI BENEFITS

Halifax

Halifax

Montréal

St. John’s

Montréal

Kitchener

Montréal

Toronto

Toronto

Ottawa

Edmonton

Calgary

Toronto

Calgary

For locations and contacts, please visit
www.ppibenefits.ca

Mississauga

Vancouver

Winnipeg

For locations and contacts, please visit
www.ppiadvisory.ca

Edmonton
Calgary
Vancouver
For locations and contacts, please visit
www.ppisolutions.ca
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www.ppi.ca

